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Peru -- Leaders Claim ALBA Penetration, Point To Opposition 

A recent spate of Peruvian press reports allege widespread penetration of domestic social and 

political groups by Bolivarian Alliance for the Americas (ALBA) member states and affiliated 

entities.  President Garcia's administration has used the controversy to support its claim that 

Peru is under attack from an ALBA-directed "conspiracy" and has linked the supposed threat 

to opposition leader Ollanta Humala as well as to NGOs. 

Peruvian media outlets in recent weeks have reported on alleged penetration of domestic social 

and political groups by ALBA members, notably Venezuela.  These reports, citing government 

assessments and legislative commissions, echo the Garcia administration's insistence that Peru 

is under attack from an international "conspiracy" headed by Venezuela and Bolivia. 

 In early July El Comercio, Peru's highest-circulation and most influential daily, 

revealed that since 2006 Peruvian intelligence services have tracked the "strong 

penetration by entities sponsored by the Venezuelan Government" of various Peruvian 

"social, union, and partisan groups."  Claiming to have seen the original intelligence 

report, the daily asserted that ALBA-related groups -- including so-called "ALBA 

houses" meant to spread "21st century socialism" -- were serving as "spearheads" for 

Caracas.
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 El Comercio named as "operators" for the "broad front of Bolivarian entities" in Peru a 

former Venezuelan Minister of Information and Communication, Andres Guillermo 

Izarra Garcia, and an Argentine citizen, Fernando Ramon Bossi Rojas.
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 In an earlier report El Comercio claimed that Peruvian intelligence had uncovered a 

network of 15 provincial and district mayors with whom Venezuelan President Chavez 

had coordinated on establishing ALBA offices and who had made "suspicious" visits to 

Bolivia (8 July).
4
  Expreso -- like El Comercio a conservative, government-friendly 

daily -- simultaneously published a report that a legislative commission had found 

proof of "Chavist interference in Peru" linked to Venezuelan diplomat Virly Torres.
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 In late June Venezuelan citizen Jose Francisco Arque Cordova was arrested for 

participating in violent antigovernment demonstrations; labeling him a Venezuelan 

"spy," Garcia cited him as evidence of a "cold war"-style "conspiracy" against Peru 

(elcomercio.com.pe, 30 June; acpi.gob.pe, 1 July).
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  El Peruano, a government 

gazette, reported days later that Congress' Intelligence Committee had found links 

between these "violent mobilizations" and Bolivarian entities as well as the FARC.
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Garcia's administration -- facing dwindling approval ratings due to its handling of recent 

antigovernment demonstrations
a
 -- is taking advantage of the media spotlight to tie this 

"conspiracy" to domestic opposition groups, particularly its highest-profile nemesis, Peruvian 

National Party (PNP) leader and potential 2011 presidential candidate Ollanta Humala. 

 On 23 July Garcia's APRA party and other parties reacted with alarm to an Expreso 

report that Humala had plans to "join forces" with Peru's longstanding insurgent groups, 

Shining Path (SL) and the Tupac Amaru Revolutionary Movement (MRTA).  Citing 

Humala's statements that those groups were "no longer a threat" and "cannot be 

considered terrorist groups anymore," legislators questioned Humala's patriotism and 

accused him of allegiance to Venezuelan ideology instead.
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 This backlash was particularly strong because El Comercio had reported earlier that the 

15 Peruvian mayors who had ties to the Bolivarian movement and to Venezuela also 

belonged to Humala's PNP.
11

  Legislators were also aware of the daily's claim that other 

domestic left-wing groups were associated with SL, MRTA, and the FARC.
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 Humala -- who denied that he had any plans to join forces with SL or MRTA (RPP, 22 

July)
13

 -- had also derided Garcia's conspiracy claims, accusing the president of "saying 

all these lies to cover his shame" at the violence that erupted during early June 

antigovernment demonstrations (larepublica.pe, 22 July).
14

  Humala's party had also 

angered top political leaders because one of its members called a press conference for a 

far-left group that made statements supporting the MRTA (RPP, 22 July).
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Garcia Administration Expanding Charges Beyond Governments to Include NGOs 

Not content to blame Peru's problems soley on neighboring governments, Garcia's 

administration has also lashed out at NGOs for allegedly supporting the anti-Peru "conspiracy." 

 Following the June demonstrations, Vice President Giampetri denied that the 

disturbances could have been "internal improvisations, [because] there are external 

ingredients that come from [other] countries as well as NGOs" (rpp.com.pe, 22 June).
16

  

Garcia himself subsequently told a group of Peru's ambassadors that his government 

was being targeted by "some NGOs that have carried out a systematic [mis]information 

campaign and have filled blogs in the outside world" (acpi.gob.pe, 1 July).
17

 

 By "NGOs" Garcia could be referring to the various Bolivarian entities that his 

intelligence services reportedly claim have penetrated domestic social and political 

groups, as well as to international NGOs such as Survival International, which has 

labeled the June disturbances "the Amazon's Tiananmen" and published a series of 

                                                 
a
 For more information on the demonstrations, subsequent strikes, and their domestic and international political 

fallout, see the 27 July OSC Analysis, Peru -- Government Measures Derail Strike's Impact; Challenges 

Ahead (LAF20090727053003) and the 18 June OSC Analysis, Peru-Bolivia -- Economic Differences Fueling 

Bilateral Acrimony (LAF20090618206002). 
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graphic reports that side clearly with the protesters against the government.
18
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